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A SCALE MODEL OF AN OSCILLATOR FOR A 37-INCH CYCLOTRON 

INTRODUCTION 

A vacuum tube is able to act as an oscillator because of its 

ability to amplify. Since the power consumed by the input of an 

amplifier tube is less than the amplified output, it is possible to 

make the amplifier supply its om input. rJhen this is done, oscil- 

lations dll be generated, and the tube will act as a power converter 

that changes the direct-current power supplied to the plate circuit 

into alternating-current power in the amplifier output. 

Any amplifier arranged to supply its own input in the proper 

magnitude and phase will generate oscillations. Many circuits can be 

used for this purpose. In general, the voltage fed back from the 

output to the grid of the tube must be approdmately 1800 out of 

phase with the voltage existing across the load impedance in the 

plate circuit of the amplifier and must have a magnitude sufficient 

to produce the output power necessary to develop the input voltage. 

The frequency at which oscillations occur is the frequency at 

which the voltage fed back from the plate circuit (i.e., tank circuit) 

to the grid is of exactly the proper phase to enable the tube to 

supply its own input. In oscillators associated in sane way with a 

resonant circuit the frequency of oscillations approximates very 

closely the resonant frequency of this tank circuit. 

In the usual case where a power oscillator is to develop a 

large amount of power at good efficiency, the tube is adjusted to 

operate as a Class C amplifier. The power output and plate efficiency 
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then depend upon the grid-bias voltage, the tanl circuit impedance, the 

maxinauu grid potential, the minimum plate potential, etc., exactly as 

in the case of a CLass C amplifier. 

A power oscillator normally uses grid-leak bias in order to insure 

that the oscillator vrill be self-starting. ith a grid leak, there is 

no bias vthen the electrode voltages are first applied, so that the tube 

then has a high transconductance and is in a condition to amplify. Any 

thermal agitation voltage of the proper frecjuency will accordingly 

starte the oscillations building up. (4, pp. 192-193) 

For many requirements it is essential that the generated frecuency 

be as nearly constant as possible. The first step in achieving this is 

to maintain constant the resonant frequency of the tank circuit. Factors 

that can cause the resonant frequency to change are ageing of circuit 

components, variation of inductance and capacitance with temperature in 

both circuit elements and tube elements, and variations in the react- 

ance that the load couples into the tuned circuit. (4, pp. l97-l9) 

The most important factor in obtaining a stable frequency is the use 

of a tank circuit having a high effective Q. This is because the fre- 

cjuency change required to develop the phase shift that compensates for 

variations in load resistance, tube voltages and other such variables, 

is inversely proportional to the tank-circuit Q. Freauency stability is 

also helped by operating the tube so that the grid current is small and 

constant (as with a high grid-leak resistance) and by operating the os- 

dilator with a conservative power output. 

nen frequency stability is important , the load impedance that is 



coued into the tank circuit should be as nearly resistive as possi- 

'oie. This is because reactance coupled into the tank circuit greatly 

alters the resonant frequency, vthereas coued resistance has only a 

slight effect. 

The frequency of oscillators operating at very high frequencies is 

often controfled by a resonant transmission line. This is possible be- 

cause a ouarter-vrave transmission line short-circuited at one end acts 

as either a p'aUel or a series resonant circuit. 

The resonant-line oscillator is able to generate large amounts of 

pover uith good frequency stability, without the use of an additional 

povîer amplifier. D.esonant-linc oscillators are suitable only when the 

;rave length is smafl enough for the lines to be of reasonable physical 

size. (4, pp. 197-202) 

The effect on frequency of unavoidable variations in tube capacity 

con be minimized by arranging the oscillator circuits so that the elec- 

trostatic enerr stored in the tube capacities is as small as possible 

compared with the total electrostatic enerr stored in the resonant cii'- 

cuit. This means a high circuit Q, the highest possible ratio of trans- 

conductance to changes in tube capacities, and the smallest possible 

coupling from the tank circuit to the grid and ate electrodes of the 

tube that will permit oscillations to be nmintained. This can be done in 

resonant line oscillators by connecting the grid so that the section of 

the line between grid and cathode is only a small portion of the total 

electrical length of the line nasured from the voltage node. 

If the tube and line can be so arranged that the tube electrodes 
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becon extensions of resonant-line tank elements, it is possible to al- 

low the tube elements to be a considerable percent of the electrical 

length of the line and thus operate at higher freçuencies. (5, pp.45) 

At the higher frec1uencies used th resonant-line circuits it is not 

possible to ground the cathode directly by means of a by-pass cotidenser, 

as at lower freiuencies, because of the cathode lead reactance. Th order 

to obtain proper circuit operation, it is accordingly desirable either to 

employ a half-wave-length line between cathode and ground or to isolate 

the cathode from ground by means of a choke or a quarter-wave-length 

line. (5, pp.517) 

The curve of resonant-line impedance as a functicn of frequency in 

the region near resonance has the same shape as a series resonance curve, 

jith an equivalent Q given by the f ornrula 

Q = 2îZf (1) Rc 

vthere Z0 = characteristic impedance of line in ohms 

L = frequency in cycles per second 

R = radio frecuency line resistance per unit length 

C = velocity of light in the sanie units of length as R. 

A transmission line acts as a voltage step-up device vthen the re- 

ceiver is open-circuited and is an odd number of quarter wave lengths 

from the generator At frequencies near resonance, the step-up varies 

v'ith frequency in exactly the same manner as a resonance curve having an 

euivalent Q given by equation (1 ) . The voltage step-up ratio is 

Q x 4/im instead of Q, as in the case of the ordinary series resonant 

circuit Here , n is the number of cuarter iiave lengths in the line. 
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! line can serve as a low-loss inductance or capacitance by era- 

ploying the proper combination of length, freauency, and. termination. 

Thus, with an open-circuited receiver a line villi offer a capacitive 

reactance when less than a quarter wave length long and an inductive 

reactance when between a quarter and a half wave length long. The re- 

actances are: 
z0 

(2) X = -j tan(2n1/À) 

where 1/A is the line length measured in wave lengths. 

The Q of the reactance is related to the Q of the resonance curve 

of the corresponding quarter-wave line by the equation (5, pp. 191-193). 

Q ol' reactance = sin (4ri/A) 
Q of resonant quarter-wave line rr i/A 

It should be pointed out here that short-shorted lines used as 

series-resonant , capacity-loaded tank-circuit elements are used as the 

series inductance of the tank-circuit iihen less than a quarter wave long. 

This thesis deals with the design, construction and testing of a 

scale model oscillator from which son of the characteristics of an os- 

cillator suitable for exciting a pair of 32 inch dees in a 37 inch cy- 

clotron nay be determined. 

The relation between the osdlllator and the cyclotron is that the 

oscillator lines are capacity loaded by the accelerating electrodes, or 

dees, ol' the cyclotron making it necessary to shape these dees so as to 

have a dee to dee capacitance through ground within the range reuired 

for satisfactory oscillator operation. 



The design of the 37 inch cyclotron being constructed by Oregon 

State College includes an oscillator which uses short-shorted stubs 

of high resonant impedance. This oscillator is a self-excited type 

with unique electronic design particularly applicable to cyclotron 

operation. It was designed by W. R. Baker at the University of 

California Radiati on Laboratory, Berkeley, California. 

The cyclotron uses a positive-atomic-particle acceleration 

chamber consisting of two seinicylindrical "dees" which are insulated 

from each other in a vacuum chamber located between the pole faces 

of a large electromagnet. A radio frequency voltage of about 10 

megacycles per second (for deuterons) at approximately loo kilovolts 

is applied between the dees to furnish a periodic electrostatic 

accelerating potential to the atomic particles rotating in a plane 

perpendicular to the magnetic field. The radius of rotation is thus 

periodically increased until the high energy particles are extracted 

from the cyclotron for some intended use. 

The insulated dee supports, or dee stems, must enter the vacuum 

chamber through air tight bushings capable of withstanding the high 

potential radio frequency voltage with minimum losses. Because of 

the shape and location of these stems, they lend themselves easily 

to be used as the two conductors of a radio frequency transmission 

line. This line can be resonated with the capacitance offered by 

the dees at some desirable frequency and thus become a part of a 

radio frequency tank circuit or coupling system. 
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The fundamental principle that allows the cyclotron to work is 

the fact that the time required for a charged particle to make one 

complete turn thin the dees is the same for all speeds. This is 

true only when relativistic effects are neglected. 

The periodic acceleration of ions requires a powerful, stable, 

tunable oscillator of simple design efficiently coupled to the 

accelerating dees. The investigation of a model of such an 

oscillator is necessary to obtain information leading to the desired 

optimum design. 



OSCflLATOR CJRCUIT ND OFfl.ATICI 

The circuit of the oscillator is shavm in Figure 1. The dees, D, 

D2, form a capacitive load across the ends of a pair oi transndssion 

lines, L1, L2, thich are shorter than a quarter wave length nd are 

joined together by a lavi inductance capacitor, 0gk' at the oscillator 

cathode. The transmission lines serve as'doe steiis supporting the dees 

and forni a part of the resonant system. The capacitance gi effective- 

ly connects the dee sternz together to form the inductance that resonates 

vrith the dee capacitance thus forming the oscillator tank circuit. It 

also forms a capacitive voltage divider vdth the dee capacitance to pro- 

vide a low impedance driving source for the oscillator grid. The magni- 

tude of the grid driving voltage is determined by the capacitive reac- 

tance of this condenser and the current through it nd is applied between 

grid rind cathode in proper phase to sustain oscillations. The filant 
current is supplied coaxially through an isolating choke, 1Ì.FCI, connected 

to the mid-point (zero voltage) between the dees thus eliminating the 

necessity for any fixed radio frequency grounds. This floating ground 

and lo-r-inductance low-impedance source of grid drive voltage eliminates 

parasitic circuits that might cause unwanted modes of oscillation. 

Another lead inside the filament choke supplies power through the 

grid dee stem, L9, and adjustable plate coupling loop, L3, to the anode 

of the oscillator tube. Capacitors C1 and C2 block the direct current 

from the dee stem system. The direct current lead has a radio-freiuency 

choke, RFC3, mounted inside the grid dee stem to block the radio- 
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frequency grid valtage beten that stern and the filament choke This 

lead must be insulated to withstand the direct current plate potential. 

The grid bias is develod across the grid leak resistance, }L,, through 

the grid choke, RFC2. The rectifier in parallel with is used to 

keep the average grid potential from going positive. 

It is possible for the tube to oscillate as a tuned-plate tuned- 

grid oscillator at very high frequencies using the grid choke as the 

grid resonating element. This type of parasitic can be eliminated by 

proper grid choke design and by keeping the ate couing loop reason- 

ably long. 

then power is taken out of any resonant circuit, there is an mere- 

ase in the effective resistance in series with the circuit. When sub- 

jected to ccessive overload this will cause the tube in this type of 

oscillator to cease oscillating. If the overload is in the form of an 

arc, the arc will be ebinguished arid the rise in ate current due to 

loss of grid bias wfll restart the oscillations innediately. However, 

if the overload is a rnetoìlic short between a dee stern and ground or be- 

tween the dees, the ate supply will have to contain an overload pro- 

tective device in order to prevent damage to the tube. 

In order to tune the oscillator, vacuum capacitors may be connected 

between each stem and ground at the point where the dee stems go through 

the vacuum chamber wall. Ìny change in oscillator frequency will neces- 

sitate changing the value of the capacitance Cgk so as to keep its re- 

actance constant thus keeping a constant driving voltage on the 
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oscillator tube. These tuning condensers need not be matched, nor do 

the dee to ground capacitances. Considerable unbalance imay be tolera- 

ted because the radio frequency system iloats vïith respect to ground. 

(1.) 
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O3CflJJTOR DESIGN EFE CIFICAT IONS 

Dnsions of the oscflator vere determined by scalinC the pre- 

linthiary design of the oscillator for the Oregon State College cyclotron. 

These dirnsions constituted a logical beginning and viere changed in some 

cases when investigation showed this to be desirable. 

TAJE I 

FILL SCJLE QUJR.TER SCILE 

Deuteron Frequency 10.75 mc 43 mc 

Proton Frecuency 21.5 mc 6 inc 

Dee Diameter 32" 

Dee Thicimess 4" 1" 

Dee to Dee Spacing 2! 1/2" 

Dee to Chanber Spacing 1/2" 

Stem Diameter 6.5" 1.625" 

Stern Spacing (centers) 19.5" 

Shield Jidth (inside) 39" 9.75" 

Shield Height (inside) 19.5" 475TI 

Chamber Height (inside) 5" 1 1/4" 

Chamber Jidth (inside) 39" 9.75" 

Chamber Length (inside) 4l." 10.55" 

Dee Center to Chamber Snd 22.32" 5.5e" 

E2.osest approach Dee to Chamber 3.5" O.75" 

1'ovier for 100 pa 10 mev beam lo I1 
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Table I - continued 

FL SC!LE fl,UART.ER SCME 

Tube 5770 RCA 24O 

Dee to Dee Voltage 100 KV 

The following tabulations are found by use of the above list: 

íave length, D' (for deterons) 27.9 meters 6.973 meters 

wave length,Ap, (for protons) 13.95 meters 3.46 meters 

Ab 27L.5" 

Xp 137.3T1 34.35' 

Space between Stems 13's 3.25" 

Dee Capacitance to ground (each) 360 ,J.yAfd 90).yfd 

Dee to Dee Capacitance through ground 10pAfd 45pj.tfd 

Figure 2 shows the dinensions of the dee stems in relation to the 

oscillator shield. This system will have a characteristic iredance of 

l3.2 ohms regardless of size provided that the ratios of dinensions 

remain as shown in Figure 2. 

ÏD ÍD - 

D 2D 
EIII- 

B VC 
FIG. 2 
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From the figure e see: 

A = 6D 

B = C = 3D = 

for A = 39 then 

B = l9.5 

C = 19.5" 

D 6.5" 

2D = 

Information concerning the characteristics and limitations of the 

oscillator is desired. The dinnsions of the cyclotron building limit 

the length of the oscillator shielding to approximately thirteen and one 

half feet. Design of the stems vdfl take on special significance if the 

re(Iuired stem length is longer than about twelve feet (leaving passage 

room between the wail and the stems). 

The effect of the plate coupling loop makes a complete mathematical 

solution of the oscflator very difficult. Solution of the character- 

istic impedance of the shorted transmission-line dee-stern system is thus 

impossible by any of the coimrionly lmovm equations. Because the plate 

coupling loop is adjustable in length and the oscillator output voltage 

is variable vth drive, the angle of plate current flow, ±'recuoncy, 

degree of coupling, oscillator efficiency and dee to dee voltage become 

variables with very complex relationships . This problem will be hand- 

led in a manner deend satisfactory to the situation. 
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Fleure 3 13 a plan view of the dee chamber and does showinC placo- 

nit of dees with respect to the chamber walls. 

SCALE I Z 

DEE CHAMBER SHOWING PLACEMENT 

FIG3 
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ASSOCIÁTD EQULIT 

The 6.3v alternating-current filament voltage was supplied through 

a transformer from the building lighting circuit without any attempt at 

stabilization. 

The plate circuit direct-current power source was an electronically 

regulated variable-voltage power supply used praarily to stabilize 

variations in line voltage. This equipnnt gave excellent control and 

gratifying results were obtained vthen repeat data were taken. 

Freçuency iiasurements were made with a EC-2 heterodne frequency 

nter powered by a regulated 150 volt direct current power supply. The 

accuracy of this instrument is better than 0.05 percent. Haflicrafters 

communication type receiver was used to locate the approxirrte oscillator 

frequency before measurements were made with the BC-221. 

A 1len Company grid-dip oscillator was used l'or checking the re- 

sonant frequency of the circuit when the dee stem length was changed and 

for locating parasitic frequencies and circuits. The accuracy of this 

instrument is within the range of three to four percent but its useful- 

ness l'or quick checking made it nearly indispensable. 

Ln inductive loop with a 1H21 crystal diode as a detector was used 

for detecting radio frequency enerr on the system. The current in the 

detector rias kept below 60 microamperes to keep it proportional to the 

the square of the voltage and hence to the radio frequency power in the 

system. This loop was not allowed to resonate at the operating l're- 

cjuency thus, when the frequency did change, the effect on the detected 
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current was negligible. 

Hewlett-Packard L:odel 400-C vacuum tube voltnter was used for 

voltage measurements at the freçuency of operation. Both capacitive- 

probe pickup and direct-contact were tried for nieasuremcnt of radio fre- 

uency voltage on the dees. These measureints viere not successful be- 

cause the diode in the voltnter probe so heavily loaded the oscillator 

when contact was made with the dees that the oscillator's operation was 

unstable. 

The failure to nasure the radio frequency voltage on the dees by 

means of the model 400-C vacuum tube voltmeter resulted in the design of 

a resonant high-impedance transmission line voltage indicator as follows. 

(6, pp. 749-752) 

Figure 4 

B/Ar 
A/B q 

O/A=rq:p 
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Thé characteristic impedance of the transmission line shown in 

Figure 4 is: 

Z0 = 12Ojg [2p 
(1-q2) i l+4p2 (l-4q2) (4) 
(1+q2) J 16p4 

The unloaded tank impedance is: 

R 

42 
[ 1-cos(47r 9/A ) 

° R8 A (4 1/A ) + sin(4 1/A )1 

= 4.19 x lO (fZ I;) ( 2/k). (5) 

The series resistance of the line in ohms per centimeter is: 

{r 
E 

i l+2p2 (l_4q2)] + 4q2 [i+q2 l+4p2 

4p4 p4 B 
1.66 x io4 

{ 
r 11+ l+2p2 (1_42}4q2 [lq2 -l4p2( 

B L 4p4 

The unloaded tank circuit Q is: 

Q 
= 1 41TfZ0 

2(f/f0) 6x1cR5 

= 2.09 X l0 f (z0 /;) (7) 

where, for the above equations, 

R = length of line in centimeters 

gx vavelength in 

f= resonant frequency in megacycles per second 

e = skin effect surface resistivity of conductor in ohms per 
s square centimeter 
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In all of these equations, i is an important factor which depends 

one3. From reference 6 for copper, 

Q5 = 2.61 x () 

Juations (4), (5) and () for copper can then be reduced to func- 

tions of line dimensions, Çt' (P/A), e(r, q), '(r, q). 

Thus, for copper ocuation (4) becomes 

Z0 = f (r, q) 

equation (5) becomes 

R0 = Bf1' t(A,B,C,',) (/A), 

and eauation (7) becomes 

Q = Bf e(r, ci) or 

Q = Bf(A,B,C,') which is independent ofl. (9) 

For any of the above, the attenuation 

a = R5/2Z0 (io) 

thus maximum selectivity also means meximum efficiency of the tank 

circuit. 

The desire for causing niniim.'m loading of the oscillator when con- 

tact is made by the resonant voltmeter on the dees, re'uires the design 

of the resonant voltmeter to be entered viith conditions floiig maxi- 

1Tn.m R0. 

Fron Figure 5 of reference 6 we see that the functiont(r, q) has 

a maximum for values of 

r = 15 

mad 
q = 0.5 
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and'(r, q) = 10.9 ldlohms. Figure 2 of reference 6 shows (1/a) 

is a mximwn for /A = 0.25 and )(PJÀ) = 0.64. 

From Figure 6 of reference 6, when r = 15 and q = 0.5, the func- 

tion (r, q) = 20.5 

which is not the condition required for niaxinium Q. Thus, for naxiniuni 

unloaded tank impedance of a quarter wave line, we do not have maximum 

tank efficiency. 

The desig-ì recuirennts show for 

follows: 

r = 15 and q = 0.5, that the other line dimensions are as 

B = 3 .9 cm as set by shield material available. 

A = BiIr = 3.9/l5 

A = 0.2595 cm 

The available material with a dimension close to 0.2595 cm for use 

as the leads was sor welding rod which iasured 0.2425 centimeters in 

diameter. 

The resonant voltmeter thus has dirnsions as follows: 

A = 0.2425 cm 

B = 3.39 cm 

r = b,/a = 16.03 = 16 

q = 0.5 

C = b:j = 1.95 cm 

p = c/a = rq = .04 

2p = l6.0, 
2 129.2, 4p2 = 25.5 

16p2 = 66,700, p4 = 33,330, 4p4 = 16,670 
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The characteristics of the line can nor be determined. 

O.75] 
259.5 (0)1 Z0 l20[2n[16.0 

1.25 6,7O0 J 

/ 
= 2t2 ohms 

Â check on Figure 4 of reference 6 shovrs Z = 262 ohms. 

Q = G (r, q) , f = 43 nc 

Q = (9) (6.6) (a) 

Q = 536 

R0 = (4.19 x io) (f Zo,) 
(-D/A) 

16.02 130 2 
R8 = 1.66 X 

3.9 
{16 [i 

+ 16,670 
(o)] + 

1 
E 

1.25 
259.5 

- 33,330 II 
= (6.4 x l0) (16 + 1.242) 

= 117.9 X io ohms 

R0 = (4.19 X io) 
t: 

(43) 
(262)2 (117.9 X io) 

J 
(0.64) 

= 67,250 ohms 

Construction of voltmeter. 

The tuo conductors, Figure 5, were spaced by thin circular sheets 

of po1ystîrene each uith two small holes drilled 1.95 centimeters center 

to center. These spacers were separated far enough from each other to 

make their effect on the characteristic inedance of the line neglig- 

ible. Contact vas made to the dees vrith two snail pointed phosphor- 

bronze spring tips soldered to the ends of the lines and inserted through 

holes in the top of the vacuum chamber. 
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The length o the quarter wave lines was made adjustable by a slid- 

ing, shorting ring at one end, of the long shield. The length was adjus- 

ted by making the frequency of the model oscillator the sane as when 

the resonant voltnter was not used in order to be sure there was no 

reactance between the contacting ends of the resonant voltmeter at the 

operating frequency. The radio frequency short-circuit in this sliding 

ring had to be also an open circuit to direct current to prevent short- 

ing the oscillator grid bias which exists between the dees. It consisted 

of two 0.01 ppfd mica condensers, one on each line to ground. sen- 

sitive Jestern ectric 400 ohm radio frequency vacuum thermocouple was 

connected in parallel with the shorting condensers, which had sufficient 

valtage drop to cause several nicroareres of direct current to flow in 

the thermocouple metering circuit when the oscillator power input was in 

the neighborhood of two watts. 

The resulting device was thus a fairly high impedance, zero reac- 

tance, resonant voltmeter, whose output current. was a function of power. 

This current was measured by a Jeston 15 mieroampere instrthnt with a 

variable bucking voltage to extend the range of the current measured 

and to increase the sensitivity, as shom in Figure 6. It was desired 

to measure not the magnitude of the voltage between the dees but the 

percentage of change of this voltage along the edges of the dees. This 

change in voltage is a very small percentage of the total voltage, thus 

a very sensitive device is needed. Scale factors which resulted from 

this type of bucking-current sensitivity-multiplier are recorded so that 
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while the f uU scale reading of the instrument was only 15 xnicroamperes, 

the data may be ectrapo1ated to several times this value. 



COPPER 

BRASS 

A 

HIGH CAPACITANCE DISK 
FOR GOOD RADIO 
FREQUENCY GROUND 

* 3.89cm 
'95 

cmT 0.2425cm 

ALLEN SET - SCREW 

O.25'.1IH PLASTIC 
PiOSPHOR BRO.r' 

SPRING 

SECTION A-A 

RESONANT VOLTMETER 

FIG. 5 
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SCALE EXTENSION CIRCUIT FOR 

RESONANT VOLTMETER 

2 

RNI IO6.57 OHMS 

RTH 400 OHMS 

R1 4.5 OHMS 

R2 5O OHMS 

E :1.5 VOLTS 

O TO 15 MICROAMP ERES 

12 2.5 MILLIAMPERES 

FIGURE 6 
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:JrncNIC CHRACYIRISTICS CF UNSHIElDED OSCIEJLATOR 

The first investigation ias made to determine the electronic char- 

acteristics of the model oscillator. The shielding and chamber viere not 

used because of difficult access vthen fully shielded. instead, the 64 

inch dee stems required for a frequency of 43 mc were supported on a 

table top and care used to minimize nioveraent of conducting objects in the 

room. 

The power output from the system vs determined arbitrarily by 

measuring the current in a crystal detector in an untuned loop placed 

near the maximum current point of the system. This current is desiated 

as I in the data. The resistance of this load is urilaiovm hut the cou- 

ing of the load was always adjusted so that any increase in coupling 

caused ari increase in the direct current power input to the oscillator. 

The current I may be taken as a measure of the amplitude of oscillations, 

being a niximuiu only for optimum conditions and is also a function of the 

oscillator efficiency and Q of the system. 

Graphs 1 and 2 show the effects of grid driving voltage and grid. 

bias upon ate supy voltage for constant ate current The lopes 

and indicated effects vrould be reversed if the ate supply voltage had 

been held constant. 

In order to determine the length of the plate coupling ioop desired 

for optinum operation, potier input and grid bias were taken as functions 

of loop length, all other parameters being held constant. Graphs 3, 4 and 

9 show that conditions for maximum oscillations recuire a definite length 
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of loop which is to be expected since the plate coupling loop adjusts 

the degree of coupling and matches the plate impedance of the oscilla- 

tor to the dees. 

while taking the se data it was noticed that when the loop was quite 

short, oscillations existed at very high frequencies. These parasitic 

oscillations were caused by the short loop acting as a resonant element 

instead of a coupling control. 

From the first four graphs it is seen that the grid bias and driv- 

ing voltage are not optimum. Graphs 5 and 6 are for values of 

smaller than used previously. 

t this point it ;as realized that the 24O tube chosen for this 

model is not capable of delivering enough power to the circuit to give 

satisfactory results, The losses in the circuit appear to be dissipating 

a considerable percentage of the generated power which makes it diffi- 

cult to evaluate the characteristics If a more poverful tube had been 

chosen, measuring instruments and stray capacitance changes would have 

had a much smaller effect on the operation. 

This effect becons iach more evident later on when the valtage 

between the dees is measured, Then it 1l be seen that vth special 

efforts to keep the inedance of the voitmater very high to minimize 

loading, even the smallest load will make measuremants unsatisfactory. 

Graph 7 shows frequency of oscillation and I as functions of plate 

loop length, L. F.eferring to graph 7 we see that a 32 percent change in 

plate coupling loop length gave a 70 percent change in I and a 2 per- 

cent change in frequency. 
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Data similar to graph 7 were taken for several different values 

of R. The data are not included but it was found that the value of 

has negligable effect on frequency and i for the various values 

used. 

The frequency change with change in plate loop length vras reduced 

to zero by tuning so that power output as a function of loop length 

could be studied. Graph shows a 4O change in power output with a 

32 change in loop length. The slope of this curve may change with 

frequency as may be seen in graph 9. 

Graph 9 shows that I is maxiîînrn at nearly a constt frequency for 

various lengths of gate loop. The length of the loop was set and I 

recorded at different frecuencies. It is seen that I increased and 

then decreased for each increase of loop length and was maximum at 

nearly the same frequency for each curve This clearly illustrates 

the function of the ate coupling loop as an impedance matching device 

between the tube and the resonant cuarber wave line. 
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TH SH]JL11D OSOEJLATOPL 

The foregoing data and curves were teJen with the 64 inch un- 

shielded oscillator, and vthile giving general information concerning 

the oscillator, the shielded unit is of primary concern. with these 

data as guides for further investigation, the dee stem length necessary 

for resonance with various dee configurations and the various electron- 

Ic characteristics needed for successful system contra were investi- 

gated on the shielded model. 

For the next group of data the value of grid leak resistance, 

was 390 ohms and with the exception of the last few pages, the direct 

current plate supply potential was held at plus 110 volts The power 

input vins allowed to assume an uncontrolled value dependent only on sys- 

tern recuirennts or loading. 

Dees used. 

T1e length of dee stem equivalent to the inductance necessary to 

resonate with the dee to dee capacitance at the operating frequency wflJ 

be different for different configurations of the dees. Four sets of 

dees were constructed so that data could 1 taken to determine the te 

of dee required for certain lengths of dee stem. Figures 7 through U 

show sketches of these dees. The calculations of the dee to dee capa- 

citance follow. 

where 

C = 0.224 
_ 

(n - 1) jyifd 

A = area of one side of one plate in scjunre inches. 
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d = spacing between plates in inches 

K = dielectric constant = 1.0 

n = number of plates = 3. 

Three things are not accounted for in the calculations of dee capa- 

citance. They are: (i) the missing 1/2 inch strip between the dees, 

(2) the vertical edges of the dees and the capacitance they have with 

the chamber, and (3) the presence of the stems in close proximity to 

the dees and chamber. These three effects are considered small in corn- 

parison to the size of the dees. 

Sample calculation: Dee 1 for the 1/4 scale model. 

Total capacitance: 

= (0.224) 50.3 (2) = l0.2 »ffd. 
0.125 

Capacitance per dee to ground: 

O = 90.1 pjifd. 

Capacitance through ground (C load on lines): 

C = 45.05 gufd. 

TIBtJLTION DS TO DE CAPACITiNaE 

Table II 

Dee No. 1/4 L:odel Full Scale 

Dee 1 45.05 pifd l0 pifd 
Dee 2 22.5 ifd 90 ifd 

Dee 3 12.425 .iifd 49.7 ifd 

Dee 4 E.7 Wfd 34.76 p.pld 
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The first operation of the shielded riodel was with dees number . 

No tabulated data viU be esented for these dees because the dee to 

dee capacitance was entirely too high for satisfactory operation. A dee 

stem length of 32 inches (a full scale length of 10.67 feet) gave a 

frecjuency of apprinte1y 33.9 megacycles (a full scale freuency of 

.47 megacycles). I dee stem length of 2 inches (a full scale length 

of 9.33 feet) gave a fre'uency of apprinte1y 3.0 megacycles (a full 

scale £rejuency of 9. megacycles). Both of these frequencies are too 

low and thus dees number i were removed rather than shorten the stems 

any more. 

Dees number 2 have half the capacitance of the nun'er 1 dees. Uith 

the tuning capacitance dial set between 10 and 15, a dee stem length of 

36 inches (a full scale length of 12 feet) gave a frequency of 43 mega- 

cycles (a full scale frequency of 10.75 megacycles). The data for var- 

ious operating characteristics were therefore taken with this set of dees. 

Tunii Capacitance. 

The effect of the tuning capacitance on frequency vthen dees number 

2 were used is shovin in graph number 12. The tuning dial had 100 divi- 

sions for a l00 rotation, representing a change in tuning capacitance 

from 3.0 pifd's to 14 p.ffd's (12 to 56 pffd's full scale). The capa- 

citor was rated at a nxinum of 30 ffd's per section; the otted capa- 

citance is the series value as nasured on a General Radio 605A audio 

frecuency inpedance bridge. 

Selection of the optiniura value of driving capacitance for best 
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operation, while keeping the frequency const&ìt, is important because 

the combination of driving voltage and grid bias determines the angle 

of plate current íaovr and therefore the operating efficiency. Graph 

number 11 shows the power input and power output as functions of plate 

couIing loop length for three values ci' driving capacitance . The 

driving vLtage is expected (though not measured) to increase mith de- 

creasing values of C. The results show maxmim poiler output for a capa- 

citance of 240 pp.fd. it 43 ngacycles, the reactance of this capaci- 

tance is 1543 0111118. 

For the fufl scale oscillator, a 1543 ohm reactance would corres- 

pond to a capacitance of 960 jiffd at a frequency of 10. iaegacycles, 

vch would proba'aly be very much too large a reactance for satisfactory 

operation. This discrepancy is caused by the fact that while the oscil- 

lator upon which these experiments have been perfornd is a scale model 

of the proposed large oscillator, the 240 tube is not homologous to the 

RCA 5770. It is assimd that a value imich less than 1500 ohms liQuid give 

sufficient drive for full rated beam current because the RC. 5770 is 

capable of handling rtmny tines the povier required by the copper losses 

and cyclotron bean load. 

Loading. 

This oscillator has the feature of ceasing oscillations when heavi- 

ly overloaded. An investigation of power input as a function of power 

output, or loading, shows in graph number 13 that the ate current is 

reduced (plate supply voltage held constant) when the load increases 

heavily. This is due to a loss in drive voltage resulting from a 
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decrease in radio frecuency tank circuit current vrhen the increase in 

loading causes the effective resistance to increase at the point in the 

circuit where the drive voltage io developed. 

The magnitude of power owt.put is not Imown but b considering the 

value of I and the resistive impedance of the current recording instru- 

ment, it is estimated that the power dissipated in the load uas slightly 

more than one watt for two watts input at the upper end of the curve. 

Frequency tabiity. 

Frequency stability as a function of plate supy potential was in- 

vestigated for a 2 to 1 range of ate supply voltage. The osciflator 

was tuned to 43 megacycles with a plate voltage of 110 volts and the 

load coupled lightly so that power input and output could be nasured. 

I3r varng the plate supply from 60 volts to 120 volts, tile frequency 

varied from 42.991 megacycles to 43 .102 megacycles, a change of 0.111 

megacycles, which represents a change of approximately 251 parts per mil- 

lion. : 2 to 1 change in ate supply voltage caused a 5.36 to 1 change 

in power input and a 4.52 to i change in power outìt. 

Frequency stability as a function of cathode emission or terapara- 

ture -was not studied. 

Dee Voltage. 

An attempt to nasure the dee t o dee voltage along the 1engh of 

the inner edges of the dees was not successful because the power required 

to operate the voltnter was such as to excessively load the oscillator. 

This caused the voltage between the dees to become a function of the 



.1 
e 

impedance of the resonant system. The voltnter impedance in parallel 

vïith the oscillator tank impedance lo'rered the tank impedance a dii'- 

ferent amount at each position along the dee edge because each posi- 

tion was a different nunber of electrical degrees from the ends of the 

dees. These measurements could have given satisfactory data by use of 

an oscillator tube capable of much greater power thus reducing the 

effect of a changed tank circuit Lmpedance on the drive of the oscilla- 

tor to a neigable value It is believed that a larger tube uould re- 

quire a smaller drive capacitance which would result in a lower 

impedance source of drive voltage. 
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CfLCULÀTION OF OPTfl1IJM QHARACI'ERISTIC AND RESONANT flEDANCES 

The foregoing data and discussions are of value in understanding 

a self excited oscillator used as the voltage generator for a cyclo- 

tron and give foresight for future investigations. Optirnun values of 

both characteristic irapedance and resonant impedance of the lines can 

also be calculated. 

mn appriniate value of Z0 to be used for calculating the per- 

forrnance of this oscflJtor can be obtained by neecting the effect 

of, the plate couing loop and solving the equations for the chara- 

cteristic inaedance of a shielded t''ro-riire tranaraission line One 

can also determine vjhether Z0 should be increased or decreased, and 

approximately ho-r much, to effect an inarovenent in operation, The 

£oUovng discussion is based on an accelerating system designed for 

mcímum resonant inedance betieen the dees rather than i&edmum Q. This 

choice is made so that the dee to dee voltage wJì be maximum, even vrhen 

the system is loaded. nother reason is that with a Q other than maxi- 

mum which means an oscillator efficiency less than m, the use of 

the RCA 5770 oscillator tube makes this uniniportant. 

'Je know that for resonance of short-shorbed parallel stubs (2,pp. 

i-i9) 
cùCZ0 = Cot G (U) 

where cL) = 27rf, the angular velocity 

f = resonant frequency in cycles per second 

Z0 = characteristic inipedance in ohiri 



C loading capacitance on end of stubs to produce resonance 

= electrical length of stubs in degrees. 

From the same reference, 

- (1-cos2 
r 

- K \.2+sin/ (12) 

where r = resonant impedance of the open end of the line 

K= 

R0 = line resistance per unit length 

L0 = line inductance per unit length. 

Combining equations (u) and (12) 

r = 100X . c () (13) 

d (Xc/276t8fl) 
10 

where d center-to-center spacing in centimeters 

F = frequency in hundreds of ngacyc1es per second 

i + cos 2 9 
() = °' 

29 + sin 29 
(14) 

These equations are otted in Figures 12 and 13. 

Solving for Z0 (3, pp.327), 

Z = 276 
rD 

[ 

4h tanh _ E 1 io 

[ nD .1 m=1 
1-v j 

for d« D, W, h, where 

Sirih lTd Sinh írD 

Um = ____ in = 2h 

Cosh xnnW Sinh iffflW 

2h 

Line dimensions (fun scale) 
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d = 6.51?, D = 19.5", .1 = 39", h 19.5" 

where on Figure 2, A, B, C and D are now W, h, D and d. respectively, 

so that 

'ir(9) 
= 

2h (39) 

and 

2h 

The solution of euation (15) gives 

Z0 = 13.2 ohms 

To obtain , the length of the resonant system in electrical de- 

grecs, the following tabulation of data with dees numbers 2, 3 and 4 re- 

spectively gives L, the total line length. This length, L, includes the 

dees but there is some question as to where the actual electrical end 

of the stubs occurs. The overall length is used, Imowing it to be a 

close apprciimation, because the length of the dees does have an effect 

on the line length as well as the load capacitance. The equation for G 

is 

360L 
(16) 

A 
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TABUL!TION OF OSCThLATOR IARACfERISTICS, STUBS PLUS DEES 

TABLE III 

Model Model Full Scale Electrical 
Dee No. Frequency Length Length Length 

1 33,9 mc 32" 

i 3.O mc 2" 

2 43 mc 36" 12' 47.2° 

3 43 mc 39" 13' 51.20 

4 43 mc 41.5" 13.75' 54.4° 

4 mc 23" 7.66' 

4 76 inc 19" 6.34' 
440 

The :rouow:ing calculations are necessary or use o1 Figures 12 and 

13. These figures were taken directly from reference 2. Figure 12 is 

a graph of the resonant inedance oÍ a shorted tvn-1ine stub, giving 

soiul:.ions to equation (13) when the electrical length of the stubs and 

the reactance of the loading capacitance are 1mon. For resonance 

Z = Xc/tanG (17) 

or Xc = Z0 tan G . (is) 

The characteristic impedance of the dee stems investigated was calcu- 

lated previously and various values of the electrical length may be 

taken from Table III. 

Janie: Choice of dees number 2 at a frequency of 43 rnegacycles 

per second gave a of 47.20 



= (l3.2) (tan 47.2°) 

= 149 ohms. 

ntering Figure 12, we obtain a value for 

r 
dVF - 5,000 ohms 

r = 6g9,400 ohms which is the resonant impedance 

54 

between the clees. Ilowever, with an X0 of 149 ohms, Figure 12 shows it 
is possible to obtain a maximum value of r of 120,000 ohms 

d -vT 

or r = 973,200 ohms, which would require a different value of 

G. It is seen in equation (17) that we may have a different @ at re- 

sonance by changing the val ue of Z0 . Z0 may be calculated from equa- 

tion (17) or found by use of Figure 13. Th this exanpie we need a 

z0 = 170 ohms 

for an optimum line, resonant at 43 megacycles with an effective dee 

to dee capacitance of 24,2 micro-micro f arads. 

The solution of Z0 gave a value of l3.2 ohms which is very doubt- 

ful for case 1V because the length of the stubs minus the dees was only 

one-half of the total stem-plus-dee length. This is also evident in the 

solution for C in case 1V It is higher than any other case which we 

iow cannot be correct. 

Prora table iv, it is seen that for all cases a higher Z0 than that 

used is indicated for optimum resonant impedance Here again the values 

listed are apprccimations but can be used for intuitive thinidng about 
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how to change the line dimensions, Z (13.2 ohms) is more apt to be a 

good approximation using the greatest length case because the dees re- 

present the smallest portion of the electrical length. The presence of 

the plate coupling loop between the stems will have the effect ol' a 

sml capacitance in parallel with the dees, and villi lower the actual 

Z0 of the stems by effectively bringing them closer together. This 

shows that if we need an optimum Z0 higher than the calculated Z0, a 

greater need for changing the stern Z0 oxists than if the needed optimum 

value were lower than Z0 calculated. 

Case II indicates a need for a 26.4 increase in Z for optimum re- 
o 

sonant impedance. It is believed that such an increase would be too auch 

if constructed into a model and tested but no guess is offered as to how 

much Z0 should be increased. 

Equation (u) shows that for constant ca and C, an increase in Z0 

will cause an increase in for resonance. According to Table III this 

is not desirable because with the present value of Z0, an impractical 

stern length is necessary for proton freçuency operation. For the same 

reason operation at the deuteron frequency 'would recuire special stem 

construction Therefore the dee to dee capacitance rítLlst be kept low. 

The only explanation offered for the clips in the curves of Graphs 

6, , 11, and 12 is that stable operation was not always possible. Great 

effort was taken to minimize movement of influencing objects in the room 

during operating periods but some undesirable influence was unavoidable. 
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TABLE IV 

Line Length Loading Capacitance 

CASE DEE FREQ INCHES DEGREES OPTIMUM C 

I 2 43mc 36" 47.2° 42° 14 ohmE 24.J4)4fd 

II 3 43mc 39" 51.2° 460 

III 4 43mo 41.5" 
0 43O 

Resonant Imp Z 

ACTUAL oP'r MUM ACTUAL OPTIMUM 

6.9 meg 
L9076 

meg 138.2 ohms [170 ohms 

171,8ohms 22,551i111d 7'72 meg 1C,02 meg 138.2 ohms 175 ohms 

194 ohms 19.2 jjifd 8J3 meg 10.06 meg 138.2 ohms 180 ohms 

27, ji,,qfd 

133.4ohins doubtful 6,5 meg 8.5/i meg 138.2 ohms 165 ohms 

Tabulation of pertinent experimental and calculated data 



CON1USIONS 

From the results obtained the following oscillator specification 

changes are recommended: 

1. Use dees having as low a capacitance as is possible for proper 

acceleration. 

2. If further investigation is to be conducted, a more powerful os- 

cillator tube should be used. 

3 The plate coupling loop should be ex±ended to a definite length 

for opti!rnun operation. 

4. A protective overload device should be incorporated in the 

plate supply to protect the tube in the event of a metallic 

short on the dees. 

5. The characteristic impedance of the line should be increased 

20 to 25Ç. 

6. Turn the oscillator on, then starting operation, with full plate 

voltage applied with a relay switch so that oscillations will 

build up uickly. 

7. Variae vacuum capacitors would be an advantage for tuning 

the oscillator. If they wore used, a frequency discriminating 

servo system could be constructed as a remote freauency-control 

vernier. 

This form of selfxcited oscillator appears in all respects to be 

as near as possible the ideal t of dee voltage source for constant- 

frecuency continuous-wave cyclotrons. It is simple, rugged and reliable. 



It requires a minimum amount of instrumentation, is compact and can be 

constructed without the cost of an elaborate radio frequency coupling 

system. The balanced floating radio frequency circuit, fully shielded, 

should have a minimum of radiation loss resulting in mininrum radio 

frequency interference. 

This oscillator could be well adapted to a high-power pulsed 

frequency-modulated service. Its low impedance source of driving 

voltage allows a minimum of parasitic elements and by replacing the 

dee-stem tuning capacitance with a suitable reactance tube it could 

easily be frequency modulated. 
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